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By car:

From Geneva: (A)
Take the A40 towards NANTUA, and then the A42 towards LYON. Take the southern ring road (N383), and exit at LYON GRANGE BLANCHE / LYON MONPLAISIR / VINATIER / HOPITAUX EST.
Go straight ahead along Avenue ROCKEFELLER, and drive past the front of the EDOUARD HERRIOT hospital.
Then refer to enlarged section of map.

From Grenoble: (C)
Take the A43 towards LYON, and proceed along the ring road towards VILLEURBANNE. Exit at HOPITAUX EST / BRON CENTRE, and then LYON MONPLAISIR / VINATIER.
Go straight ahead along Avenue ROCKEFELLER, and drive past the front of the EDOUARD HERRIOT hospital.
Then refer to enlarged section of map.

From Marseille: (B)
Take the A7 towards LYON. Follow signposts for LYON/ PARIS along the banks of the Rhône. Stay in the right-hand lane and take the Gallieni bridge at the GRENOBLE / CHAMBERY exit.
Go straight ahead, and then turn left before the Maison de la Danse, following signposts for HOPITAUX EST / GRANGE BLANCHE. At the fourth traffic light, follow signposts for MONPLAISIR.
Then refer to enlarged section of map.

From Paris: (D)
Take the A6 towards LYON. Exit at PORTE DU VALVERT and then take the ring road towards GENEVE/ Aéroport ST EXUPERY. Proceed along the ring road (N383); exit at LYON GRANGE BLANCHE / VINATIER / HOPITAUX EST.
Go straight ahead along Avenue ROCKEFELLER, and drive past the front of the EDOUARD HERRIOT hospital. Then refer to enlarged section of map.
**By train:**

**Part Dieu station:**
*To IARC* take metro B direction Gerland, change at Saxe-Gambetta and take metro D direction Venissieux-Grange Blanche, get off at Grange-Blanche.
*From IARC* take metro D direction Vaise, change at Saxe-Gambetta and take metro B direction Charpennes-Part dieu, get off at Part Dieu.

**Perrache station:**
*To IARC* take metro A direction Vaulx-en-Velin/Hotel de ville, change at Bellecour and take metro D direction Venissieux-Grange Blanche, get off at Grange-Blanche.
*From IARC* take metro D direction Vaise, change at Bellecour and take metro A direction Perrache, get off at Perrache.

**Access by air:**

**Connected service**

The high-speed RhônExpress Tram connects the Lyon center city area to the Lyon - Saint Exupery Airport in less than 30 minutes.

**Access at Lyon Part-Dieu railway station:** Lyon Part-Dieu RhônExpress end-of-line stop.

**At the Lyon - Saint Exupery Airport,** to reach the Lyon-Saint-Exupéry Rhônexpress station

**from Terminals 1, 2 and 3,** just follow this logo:

From the La Part-Dieu railway station, and from the Lyon - Saint Exupery airport, RhônExpress guarantees:
- Departures on the quarter-hour from 6:00AM to 9:00PM
- Departures on the half-hour from 5:00AM to 6:00AM and from 9:00PM to midnight
- Service every day of the year.

Onward service to Lyon center city after midnight for delayed flights scheduled to land before 11:30PM. In this case the service may be operated by other transportation (bus, minibus, etc.). RhônExpress staff will be present at the RhônExpress station to guide you.

**Where can you buy your ticket?**

To facilitate your travel and your organization, RhônExpress offers several options to easily purchase your ticket, including online, at vending machines in stations or on board from the conductor.

For further information: [http://www.rhonexpress.fr/](http://www.rhonexpress.fr/)

**Should you prefer to take a taxi,** the fare is approx. 35 euros (but up to 60 euros + at night).